Universal Handy case for Smartphone up to 5''
SKU: TEHANDYXL
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Tw o are the main ingredients to make Selfie almost perfect : the creativity and the right accessories . SBS has designed a range dedicated
to Selfie . This case is comfortable and you can easily keep in hand by securing your smartphone . From today you w ill not Selfie moved or
not in focus. SBS takes the quality , creativity to you!
Features:
Soft material
Taken by hand
Universal for smartphone up to 5 inches
For Smartphone w ith max dimensions: 15,5 x 8 cm
Touch enabled
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Universal Handy c ase for Smartphone up to 5''
SKU: TEHANDYXL

Details
EAN: 8018417210235
Type: Universal case
Material: PVC + Neoprene
Size: Per Smartphone con dimensioni massime

Pack:
Height Pack: 180 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 15 mm.
Weight Pack: 42 g.
Number of products included Pack: 1

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 110 mm.
Width Inner: 100 mm.
Depth Inner: 215 mm.
Weight Inner: 500 g. / 354 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 460 mm.
Width Master: 255 mm.
Depth Master: 465 mm.
Weight Master: 9500 g. / 5400 g.
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